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Abstract. Actors in the Architecture, Engineering, Construction, Owner and Operation (AECOO) industry tradi-
tionally exchange building models as files. The Building Information Modelling (BIM) methodology advocates the
seamless exchange of all information between related stakeholders using digital technologies. The ultimate evolution
of the methodology, BIM Maturity Level 3, envisions interoperable, distributed, web-based, interdisciplinary infor-
mation exchange among stakeholders across the life-cycle of buildings. The World Wide Web Consortium Linked
Building Data Community Group (W3C LBD-CG) hypothesises that the Linked Data models and best practices
can be leveraged to achieve this vision in modern web-based applications. In this paper, we introduce the Building
Topology Ontology (BOT) as a core vocabulary to this approach. It provides a high-level description of the topology
of buildings including storeys and spaces, the building elements they contain, and their web-friendly 3D models.
We describe how existing applications produce and consume datasets combining BOT with other ontologies that
describe product catalogues, sensor observations, or Internet of Things (IoT) devices effectively implementing BIM
Maturity Level 3. We evaluate our approach by exporting and querying three real-life large building models.

Keywords: Linked Data, Building Information Modelling, Ontologies, Building Topology Ontology

1. Introduction1

The global Architecture, Engineering, Construc-2

tion, Owner and Operation (AECOO) industry3

contributes significantly to the economy of indus-4

trialised and emerging countries (e.g. 2.5M em-5

ployees [20] and 15.9% of the gross value added in6

Germany [19]). The specific characteristics of the7

industry make it challenging to successfully han-8

dle projects in this domain. One challenging char-9

*Corresponding author. E-mail: mhoras@byg.dtu.dk.

acteristic is the fragmented structure of the in-10

dustry, as it is composed of numerous small and11

medium-sized companies. In addition, interdisci-12

plinary stakeholders from different trades each us-13

ing own special software tools [6] need to work to-14

gether and exchange information over the whole15

life cycle of a project [59]. Current approaches rely16

on the establishment of a temporary project or-17

ganisation for each new project. Therefore, it is18

challenging to carry the gathered project informa-19

tion and best practices onwards to the next project20

as stakeholders change.21
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During the whole life cycle of a building, vast22

amounts of data are generated, exchanged and23

processed. The facilitation of a seamless exchange24

of project information over the whole life cycle of25

a construction facility as well as between multi-26

ple, interdisciplinary stakeholders is a fundamen-27

tal necessity for the successful accomplishment of28

these projects. Due to the fragmented structure of29

the industry, this information supply chain is of-30

ten reestablished from near scratch with each new31

project organisation.32

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a33

methodology researched since decades [18], which34

advocates the seamless exchange of all information35

between related stakeholders by the use of digi-36

tal technologies. It allows addressing the above-37

described problems in the information exchange38

in AECOO projects. A growing interest can be39

found in the BIM method, even for existing build-40

ings [65], and its adoption gains momentum as,41

similar to other industries, the AECOO industry42

experiences a ubiquitous introduction of Informa-43

tion and Communication Technologies (ICT) in44

the course of the digital transformation of the do-45

main. By now, BIM as a method has established46

itself globally in the construction industry, making47

the industry shift significantly towards full digiti-48

zation.49

This shift towards the use of BIM happens ac-50

cording to a number of maturity levels. Figure 151

depicts the four maturity levels that are defined52

by Bew and Richards [7] for the BIM methodol-53

ogy. These levels indicate how maturely the BIM54

methodology is implemented in a given company,55

and each level outlines the technological require-56

ments for its successful realization at that level.57

These levels serve as a guideline for the evolution58

steps of the adoption of BIM by industry and pol-59

icy makers [7]. Maturity level 0 is the "Pre-BIM"-60

phase, where building information is exchanged61

in an uncoordinated manner based on drawings62

(CAD drawing and paper-based exchange). In63

Level 1, companies and stakeholders collaborate64

in a file-based manner, and focus mostly on 2D65

and 3D geometric modelling; whereas companies66

in Level 2 work with full BIM models, which are67

typically understood to be complex 3D models en-68

riched with big amounts of information (material69

data, usage data, design constraints, etc.). Collab-70

oration in Level 2 is mainly file-based still. When71

achieving the highest maturity Level 3, it is envi-72

sioned that process and information is exchanged73

purely on a web-scale and fully integrated over dis-74

ciplines and companies.75

Currently the AECOO industry is situated76

at Level 0, 1, or 2 of this diagram, depend-77

ing on the region in the world, where (manual)78

file-based information exchange is still currently79

the state of the art. Exchange approaches rely80

on files, e.g. Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)81

files1, and file containers, e.g. ISO 19650-1 [32],82

or Common Data Environments (CDEs) for the83

centralised web-based storage and exchange of84

construction-related files (e.g. Autodesk A3602,85

Microsoft 3653). The use of a CDE is also stipu-86

lated in European BIM implementation guidelines87

[62], however, a common flaw of these approaches88

is that through the distribution of information89

across files the linking of information at the data90

level, as required for BIM Maturity Level 3, is not91

possible. Also tracking of changes is only possible92

at the file level, which is a major limitation [54].93

In essence, BIM Maturity Level 3 is, apart from94

high-level descriptions [8], rather undefined, and95

approaches for implementation are missing (see96

Section 2). However, it is clear that, for BIMMatu-97

rity Level 3, information is exchanged on the Web98

using open standards, and interoperable and de-99

centralised model servers allow collaborative work100

on interoperable models. From this assumption,101

one may define the following requirements:102

REQ1 Support of web-based information exchange103

[8];104

REQ2 Use of an information hub to allow collab-105

orative, web-based workflows among interdis-106

ciplinary stakeholders [8];107

REQ3 Use of a set of interoperable, flexible, and108

open, standards covering different domains;109

REQ4 Support of distributed data integration,110

linking and tracking at data level.111

The work presented in this paper aims at fulfill-112

ing these requirements, in an effort to reach BIM113

Maturity Level 3. Our proposed approach relies on114

the adoption of Linked Data and Semantic Web115

Technologies [17] in the AECOO industry [45], so116

as to enable it to follow the same evolution as ex-117

1https://technical.buildingsmart.org/standards/ifc/
2https://a360.autodesk.com/
3https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/

https://a360.autodesk.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/
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Fig. 1. BIM Levels of Maturity, with the web-based BIM Level 3 on the far right (copyrighted image: [7]).

perienced in the World Wide Web by moving from118

a Web of documents to a Web of data [9].119

More precisely, we report on a collaborative120

effort led in the context of the Linked Build-121

ing Data (LBD) Community Group (CG)4 of the122

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to develop123

a lightweight [16] and extensible ontology5 named124

the Building Topology Ontology (BOT), which125

provides a high-level description of the topology of126

buildings including storeys and spaces, the build-127

ing elements they may contain, and the 3D mesh128

geometry of these spaces and elements. An ini-129

tial version of the BOT ontology was proposed in130

[50], and an increment was presented in [51]. Since131

then, the ontology has been substantially revised132

and changes have been applied by the active de-133

velopment through members of the W3C LBD CG134

group. BOT is lightweight and intended to be used135

4https://www.w3.org/community/lbd/
5 An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a

shared conceptualization of a domain [24].

in combination with other ontologies (e.g. to repre-136

sent product information, sensor observations, In-137

ternet of Things (IoT) devices, complex geometry,138

or project management data), to provide a simple139

option to reach semantic interoperability and en-140

able data integration on the Web in the AECOO141

industry.142

The rest of this article is organised as follows.143

In Section 2 we provide an analysis of the current144

state of the art in moving the AECOO industry in145

the direction of the Web of data. Then Section 3146

details the most recent version of the BOT on-147

tology, and the proposed conceptual alignment to148

the DOLCE Ultralite ontology [40], and to other149

related ontologies. Section 4 describes how BOT150

is expected to be used in combination with other151

ontologies. It also reports on existing applications152

that produce or consume BOT datasets. Section 5153

provides an evaluation of the export and query of154

BOT datasets for three large building models.155

https://www.w3.org/community/lbd/
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2. State of the Art156

Industry practitioners actively work towards157

BIM Maturity Level 3, and, as a result, different158

open source community-based software projects159

have evolved in the past years to fulfil require-160

ments REQ1 and REQ2 (eg. Flux.io6, vA3C7 and161

speckle.works8). These are aiming at enabling di-162

rect information exchanges, mainly concerning ge-163

ometry, between native Computer Aided Design164

(CAD) and BIM software using web Application165

Programming Interfaces (APIs).166

In terms of information exchanges, the standard167

schema for the exchange of BIM data is the Indus-168

try Foundation Classes (IFC) [31], which is a data169

model described in EXPRESS [29] and which has170

a strong focus on the representation of 3D geome-171

try [47]. However, IFC does not fulfil requirements172

REQ3 and REQ4 in that it is not web-compliant,173

and fails at enabling the integration of building174

data with other types of data on the Web. Ar-175

guably, a better move to bridge this gap is to adopt176

the Linked Data principles [5] including the use of177

semantic web standards and technologies [17] such178

as the Resource Description Framework (RDF)179

[39], the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [28], and180

the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language181

(SPARQL) [27]. Therefore, various work investi-182

gated how Semantic Web technologies can be used183

for the AECOO industry. We overview these works184

in the rest of this section, using as a starting point185

a recent survey by Pauwels et al. [45].186

2.1. IFC in OWL and OWL in IFC187

A pioneer initiative aiming at integrating IFC188

and OWL was named ifcOWL and proposed in189

2005 and 2009 by Beetz et al. [2, 3].190

2.1.1. The ifcOWL Ontology and simplification191

initiatives192

Heavily relying on this early work, Pauwels193

and Terkaj [44] implemented a direct mapping194

of the EXPRESS schema to OWL, and applied195

this transformation to the IFC EXPRESS schema196

to produce the ifcOWL ontology9. In doing so, a197

6Discontinued, no longer online
7https://va3c.github.io/
8https://speckle.works/
9https://standards.buildingsmart.org/IFC/DEV/IFC4/

ADD2/OWL#

number of criteria was followed, the most impor-198

tant one being that the resulting ontology was re-199

quired to be fully backwards compatible with the200

EXPRESS schema of IFC. As a result, the result-201

ing ifcOWL has two major drawbacks.202

A) Complex structure of ifcOWL The proposed203

systematic transposition results in modelling choices204

that are inconsistent with the best practices in205

the Semantic Web domain (e.g., defining a class206

for booleans or relations). Also, the resulting ifc-207

OWL includes many syntactical constructs stem-208

ming from the EXPRESS source schema (e.g. or-209

dered lists, objectified relations, objectified prop-210

erties, ’select’ classes, and ’enumeration’ individu-211

als). Even though this enables round-tripping be-212

tween IFC documents and ifcOWL ontologies, it213

makes ifcOWL too complex, hard to manage, hard214

to understand, and also makes reasoning highly215

inefficient [47, 60].216

B) Monolithic size of ifcOWL ifcOWL contains217

in a single ontology all the terms of the IFC specifi-218

cation, including terms related to lists, datatypes,219

time scheduling, cost estimation, or quantitative220

units. This size of ifcOWL hampers its under-221

standing and usability by developers that may222

need just a few concepts. In other words, the223

highly needed modularity and extensibility are en-224

tirely missing. For example, the latest version of225

ifcOWL for IFC4_ADD2 consists of 1331 classes226

and 1599 properties. Ongoing work aims at ex-227

tending IFC towards roads [34] and bridges [66],228

which will ultimately make the resulting ifcOWL229

even bigger. However, Terkaj and Pauwels [61]230

have later suggested an approach to generate a231

modular version of ifcOWL, based on the modules232

that are present at the core of IFC.233

Simplification of ifcOWL datasets A number of234

efforts then aimed at defining mechanisms to auto-235

matically simplify building models described with236

the ifcOWL ontology (which can be referred to as237

ifcOWL datasets). IFC Web of Data (IFCWoD)238

[41] and SimpleBIM [43] both cut away elements239

like geometric data and intermediate EXPRESS-240

derived relation instances between objects. These241

approaches have been proven successful, yet they242

are amendments to an ontology that is intrinsically243

insufficient because of its backlog (the IFC EX-244

PRESS schema). Indeed, the result remains rela-245

tively close to the EXPRESS version of IFC, in-246

https://va3c.github.io/
https://speckle.works/
https://va3c.github.io/
https://speckle.works/
https://standards.buildingsmart.org/IFC/DEV/IFC4/ADD2/OWL#
https://standards.buildingsmart.org/IFC/DEV/IFC4/ADD2/OWL#
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stead of aiming first at best practices and publish-247

ing modular ontologies that are based on known248

and proven ontology design patterns.249

In terms of simplification for ifcOWL, BimSPARQL250

[67] uses another approach that leverages the ap-251

plication of SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN)252

rules to provide shortcuts, thereby making it sim-253

pler to query an ifcOWL dataset. This allows for,254

for example bypassing the intermediate node be-255

tween a space and its contained elements. The256

work also demonstrates rules that perform geo-257

metric operations on geometry, and in general, it258

showcases a promising approach for data extrac-259

tion from BIM models. The size-related drawbacks260

of ifcOWL are, however, still persistent with this261

approach, and a new semantic web-born set of on-262

tologies is needed for this industry.263

2.1.2. Alternative approaches264

Alternatives to the combination of IFC with265

OWL have been proposed.266

Metadata in IFC files Beetz et al. [4] proposed267

to use existing features of the IFC model to al-268

low for the direct incorporation of meta-data in269

the IFC document using external ontologies. In270

this approach, the core of IFC, and in particular271

the geometry, can still be used, while also allow-272

ing to link to external ontologies. This approach273

addressed the extensibility issues of IFC, while274

avoiding to abandon the EXPRESS schema for275

IFC. Although the resulting IFC documents are276

compatible with IFC, they are definitely not fully277

web-ready. At best, this presents a transitional ap-278

proach towards the implementation of BIM Level279

3.280

Annotation of online resources with IFC concepts281

Gao et al. [22] defined a domain ontology of IFC,282

with the goal to annotate online resources with the283

IFC data model, and thus use IFC in combination284

with semantic web technologies to perform infor-285

mation retrieval (IFC-IR) [23, 38]. They demon-286

strate with their approach that IFC data on the287

Web can efficiently be retrieved using SPARQL288

queries. However, this approach does not fulfil289

BIM Level 3 requirement REQ3, as the file-based290

exchange mechanism still prevails.291

BIMSO/BIMDO The foundation ontology BIM292

Shared Ontology (BIMSO) has been defined for293

the AECOO industry, with the purpose of be-294

ing extended with various building domain ontolo-295

gies [42]. The authors claim that the ontology only296

contains a few classes and relationships scoped at297

describing a building’s elements, levels, spaces and298

construction phases, and relies on the full Unifor-299

mat II classification system for further organising300

the elements. A separate ontology, the BIM Design301

Ontology (BIMDO), provides the necessary object302

properties to describe relationships between ele-303

ments, subdivision of zones and to quantify these304

relationships [42]. However, these ontologies have305

not been made publicly available, which violates306

the first principle of the Linked Data deployment307

scheme.308

2.2. The W3C LBD CG309

Many other ontologies have been developed for310

the AECOO domain, subsets of it, or related311

domains such as Sensors and Actuators, or the312

IoT. This consistently leads to contradictory re-313

definition of common terms [50]. For example,314

as of April 2019, the Linked Open Vocabulary315

[63] outputs 690 results for the keyword "build-316

ing".10 The most related ontologies include Do-317

gOnt [12], BIMSO [42], the Smart Appliances318

REFerence Ontology (SAREF) ontology and its319

extension for buildings SAREF4BLDG [15, 64],320

ThinkHome [56], Smart Energy Aware Systems321

(SEAS) [35, 37], Brick [1].322

The W3C LBD CG was created to bring to-323

gether experts in the area of BIM and Web of Data324

technologies. One of its goals was to identify and325

align existing initiatives to model building data326

across the life cycle of buildings. The alignment327

between the terms in these ontologies was stud-328

ied11 [57, 58]. Finally, a proposal was made to de-329

couple the description of building data according330

to different complementary aspects, including the331

topology of buildings, geometry, building-related332

properties (e.g., room temperature, wall thick-333

ness, wall thermal conductivity), building-related334

products (doors, windows, beams, ducts, pipes),335

project management, management of properties.336

Part of the data in these categories is not spe-337

cific to buildings and may be described using ex-338

10https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/terms?q=
building

11https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1wSxpE5O6jntcIuhey7Uv0o0ZAU1Dz-
ZSICuuxbwGvCA#

https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/terms?q=building
https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/terms?q=building
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wSxpE5O6jntcIuhey7Uv0o0ZAU1Dz-ZSICuuxbwGvCA#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wSxpE5O6jntcIuhey7Uv0o0ZAU1Dz-ZSICuuxbwGvCA#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wSxpE5O6jntcIuhey7Uv0o0ZAU1Dz-ZSICuuxbwGvCA#
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isting standardized vocabularies, according to the339

best practices [9]. For example: (1) the Semantic340

Sensor Network Ontology (SOSA)/Semantic Sen-341

sor Network Ontology (SSN) ontology [26] can be342

used to describe observations and actuations of343

properties in buildings, (2) schema.org can be used344

to describe products, (3) SAREF can be used to345

describe IoT devices [15].346

When no existing ontology could be reused, on-347

tology proposals were made. For example, the On-348

tology for Property Management (OPM) [54] can349

be used to describe property states, thereby al-350

lowing property values to evolve over time while351

keeping track of their history. It extends the SEAS352

ontology [35, 37] and the Provenance Ontology353

(PROV-O) [33].354

Finally, it has been decided that the group was355

legitimate to develop a lightweight ontology pro-356

viding a high-level description of the topology of357

buildings including storeys and spaces, the build-358

ing elements they may contain, and the geometry359

of these spaces and elements. The rest of this ar-360

ticle describes the result of this development, the361

BOT ontology, which is currently the most mature362

report of the W3C LBD CG [55].363

3. The Building Topology Ontology (BOT)364

The scope of BOT is to explicitly define neces-365

sary relationships between the sub-components of366

a building. As such, it aims to provide the means367

for representing interlinked information in a fu-368

ture (semantic) web driven AECOO industry, sat-369

isfying the recommendation of reusing terms al-370

ready described in well-known vocabularies wher-371

ever possible [9].372

The first version of BOT was presented in [50]373

and an increment in [51]. Since then, the ontol-374

ogy has been further extended to accommodate375

modelling issues raised by the community during376

the W3C LBD CG group community calls, on the377

public mailing list, during the Linked Data in Ar-378

chitecture and Construction (LDAC) workshop se-379

ries, and on the project repository on GitHub12.380

This section first provides an overview of the381

current version of BOT, then details its main com-382

ponents, and finally discusses the alignments with383

related ontologies.384

12https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/bot/issues

3.1. Overview of the BOT Ontology385

The current BOT ontology consists of 7 classes,386

14 object properties, and one datatype property,387

with a Description Logics (DL) expressivity of388

SRIN (D). It is documented and available at its389

Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) https:390

//w3id.org/bot following the recommended best391

practices. Changes across the versions of BOT392

are tracked and listed in the documentation13,393

and in the history of the repository14. Terms de-394

fined in the BOT ontology are identified by Uni-395

form Resource Identifiers (URIs) in the namespace396

https://w3id.org/bot#, which we shorten in the397

rest of this article with the prefix bot:, (registered398

at http://prefix.cc) as listed below.399

400
@prefix bot: <https://w3id.org/bot#> .401402

The high level terminology of the ontology403

is illustrated in Figure 2. BOT has three main404

classes: bot:Zone, bot:Element, and bot:Interface.405

A bot:Zone is a part of the world that has a406

3D spatial extent (i.e., building, space, thermal407

zone, fire cell) or a sub-part or an aggregation of408

such parts. A bot:Element is a constituent of a409

construction entity with a characteristic technical410

function, form or position [30, Section 3.4.7]. It411

can be any tangible object (product, device, con-412

struction element, etc.) that exists in the context413

of a zone, i.e., a part of the world. A bot:Interface414

is a part of the world that is common to some spe-415

cific zones and elements, and at the boundary of416

at least one of them.417

As illustrated in Figure 3, four sub-classes418

of bot:Zone are defined: bot:Site, bot:Building,419

bot:Storey, and bot:Space. Also, three sub-properties420

of bot:hasElement are defined: bot:containsElement,421

bot:adjacentElement, and bot:intersectingElement.422

Finally, one may assign a zero point to a bot:Site423

using property bot:hasZeroPoint, and a 3D model424

to any bot:Zone or bot:Element, either object425

property bot:has3DModel or datatype property426

bot:hasSimple3DModel.427

https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/bot/issues
https://w3id.org/bot
https://w3id.org/bot
https://w3id.org/bot
https://w3id.org/bot#
http://prefix.cc
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#Interface
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#Interface
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Site
https://w3id.org/bot#Building
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Space
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
https://w3id.org/bot#adjacentElement
https://w3id.org/bot#intersectingElement
https://w3id.org/bot#Site
https://w3id.org/bot#hasZeroPoint
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#has3DModel
https://w3id.org/bot#hasSimple3DModel
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bot:Element

bot:Interface

bot:Zone

bot:hasElement

bot:interfaceOf

owl:TransitiveProperty

owl:SymmetricProperty

rdfs:rangerdfs:domain

rdfs:domain

owl:minCardinality=1

owl:SymmetricProperty

rdfs:domain

rdfs:domain

rdfs:domain rdfs:domain

rdfs:range
rdfs:range

rdfs:range

bot:hasSubElement

rdfs:range

bot:adjacentZonebot:containsZone

bot:intersectsZone
bot:containsZone bot:hasElement

owl:Class

LEGEND

owl:ObjectProperty

owl:propertyChainAxiom

owl:disjointWith

Fig. 2. Illustration of the main three classes of BOT, which are pairwise disjoint, and the main properties used to link instances
of these classes. The domain, range, and potentially transitive or symmetric aspect of object properties is illustrated. The
range of bot:interfaceOf includes bot:Zone and bot:Element. The property bot:hasElement is a sub-property of the property
chain bot:containsZone ◦ bot:hasElement.

3.2. Zones and sub-Zones428

A bot:Zone is defined as a part of the world429

that has a 3D spatial extent.15 Four sub-classes430

of bot:Zone are defined: bot:Site, bot:Building,431

bot:Storey and bot:Space. The concept of bot:Zone432

may be reused to describe moving habitable struc-433

tures, such as trains or boats, or virtual buildings,434

such as in virtual reality softwares. Three topolog-435

ical relationships are defined between zones:436

13https://w3id.org/bot/#changes
14https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/bot/commits/master
15This definition is inspired by the definition of Spatial

Thing in the DOLCE Ultralite ontology [40].

bot:containsZone is transitive, and links a zone437

to another one it fully contains. Three sub-438

properties of bot:containsZone are defined:439

bot:hasBuilding, bot:hasStorey and bot:has-440

Space, whose ranges are bot:Building, bot:Sto-441

rey and bot:Space, respectively. These prop-442

erties can be used to group or subdivide zones443

as illustrated in Figure 4;444

bot:adjacentZone is symmetric, and links two445

zones that share part of their boundary (in446

the topological sense);447

bot:intersectsZone is symmetric, and links two448

zones whose 3D spatial extent is partly shared449

(e.g. a stair well intersecting several storeys).450

bot:containsZone bot:Element

bot:hasElement

bot:containsElement

bot:intersectingElement

bot:adjacentElement

bot:hasSpacebot:hasStoreybot:hasBuilding

rdfs:domain

rdfs:range

rdfs:range

rdfs:range

rdfs:range rdfs:range rdfs:range

bot:Site bot:Building bot:Storey bot:Space

rdfs:domain

rdfs:domain

rdfs:domain

rdfs:domain

bot:containsZone bot:containsElement

owl:Class

LEGEND

owl:ObjectProperty

owl:propertyChainAxiom

rdfs:subClassOf

rdfs:subPropertyOf

bot:Zone

Fig. 3. Illustration of the four sub-classes of bot:Zone and the three sub-properties of bot:hasElement. The domain
and range of object properties is illustrated. The property bot:containsElement is a sub-property of the property chain
bot:containsZone ◦ bot:containsElement

https://w3id.org/bot#interfaceOf
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Site
https://w3id.org/bot#Building
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Space
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot/#changes
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/bot/commits/master
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#hasBuilding
https://w3id.org/bot#hasStorey
https://w3id.org/bot#hasSpace
https://w3id.org/bot#hasSpace
https://w3id.org/bot#hasSpace
https://w3id.org/bot#Building
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Space
https://w3id.org/bot#adjacentZone
https://w3id.org/bot#intersectsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
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bot:containsZone

bot:containsZone

bot:containsZone

bot:containsZone

bot:hasSpace

bot:hasStorey

bot:adjacentZone

bot:hasBuilding

owl:ObjectProperty explicitly stated <instance>inferred

Fig. 4. Zones in BOT follow a Matryoshka doll principle
where one zone can be contained within another zone and
so forth [51].

The classes of BOT can be used not only for451

existing buildings but can also be used to create452

an abstract requirements model of a future build-453

ing. For example, Rasmussen et al. [53] defines the454

client’s requirements for spaces of a future build-455

ing as sub-classes of bot:Space.456

3.3. Elements and sub-Elements457

A bot:Element is defined as a constituent of a458

construction entity with a characteristic technical459

function, form or position [30, Section 3.4.7]. Ele-460

ments can host sub-elements, which is defined us-461

ing the bot:hasSubElement property. For example462

a window may have an outdoor temperature sen-463

sor as a sub-element and an air handling unit has464

at least one fan as a sub-element.465

Three main topological relationships between466

zones and elements are defined:467

bot:adjacentElement links a zone to an element468

that shares part of its boundary;469

bot:intersectingElement links a zone to an ele-470

ment whose 3D extents is partly shared;471

bot:containsElement links a zone to an element it472

contains.473

The latter property is used in a property chain
axiom that formalizes the fact that: if a zone con-
tains a zone that contains an element, then it con-
tains that element:

bot:containsElement

v bot:containsZone ◦ bot:containsElement

A super-property of these three properties,
bot:hasElement, is defined to indicate a generic re-
lationship between a bot:Zone and a bot:Element.
The intended use of this relationship is not to be
stated explicitly, but to be inferred from its sub-
properties. It allows, for example, to query for
all the doors of a building given that they have
an adjacency to spaces contained in the building.
Property bot:hasElement is also used in a prop-
erty chain axiom that formalizes the fact that: if
a zone contains a zone that has an element, then
it has that element:

bot:hasElement

v bot:containsZone ◦ bot:hasElement

3.4. Interfaces474

The class bot:Interface is defined as a part of the475

world that is common to some specific zones and476

elements, and at the boundary of at least one of477

them. This class can be used to qualify (i.e., attach478

additional information to) any of the aforemen-479

tioned topological relationships between zones, el-480

ements, or zones and elements. Figure 5 illustrates481

two interfaces between two zones and a wall. The482

concept of bot:Interface is useful in different situ-483

ations:484

a) the heat transmission area of the surface be-485

tween a space and an adjacent wall can be486

used to determine the heat loss from that space487

through this wall;488

b) the localization of the intersection between a489

pipe and a wall can be used to specify where to490

apply fire sealing;491

c) the type of access between two zones can be492

used to specify access restrictions for use in in-493

door navigation.494

An interface is assigned to at least one ele-495

ment (owl:minCardinality) or zone using the496

bot:interfaceOf property. The domain of that497

bot:interfaceOf is bot:Interface and the range in-498

cludes bot:Zone and bot:Element.499

3.5. Geo-positioning and 3D Model500

BOT provides a simple means to geo-localize a501

site, and to link a zone or element to its 3D model.502

How the model is encoded is not in the scope of503

https://w3id.org/bot#Space
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#hasSubElement
https://w3id.org/bot#adjacentElement
https://w3id.org/bot#intersectingElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#hasElement
https://w3id.org/bot#Interface
https://w3id.org/bot#Interface
https://w3id.org/bot#interfaceOf
https://w3id.org/bot#interfaceOf
https://w3id.org/bot#Interface
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
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Fig. 5. Two interfaces between two zones and a wall. Inter-
faces can be used to qualify (i.e., attach additional informa-
tion to) topological relationships between zones, elements,
or zones and elements [51].

BOT, but the documentation provides some ex-504

amples, e.g. as presented in the following snippet.505

Property bot:hasZeroPoint can be used to link a506

bot:Site to a wgs84:Point.507

508
@prefix wgs84:509

<http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>.510
511

<ileDeLaCite> bot:containsBuilding <NotreDame> ;512
bot:hasZeroPoint [513

a wgs84:Point ;514
wgs84:lat "48.852966" ;515
wgs84:long "2.349902" ]516517

Any bot:Zone or bot:Element can be assigned518

a 3D Model (including geometry, material, etc.),519

using some existing data format for 3D models.520

Two properties are defined for this:521

Datatype property bot:hasSimple3DModel can be522

used if the 3D Model can be encoded as a523

literal. We encourage the use of URIs for me-524

diatype descriptions with the IANA author-525

ity.16 For example https://www.iana.org/526

assignments/media-types/model/3mf for the527

mediatype model/3mf. Other mediatypes for528

Wavefront OBJ [21], STP, IFC, W3D, etc.529

can be defined. If the data format is textual,530

then the lexical form of the 3D Model literal531

should be encoded as a Unicode string. For532

binary data formats, the lexical form of the533

literal should be its base32 encoding.534

16IANA is the Authority responsible for registering me-
diatypes, among other.

Object property bot:has3DModel can be used to535

link a bot:Zone or bot:Element to some IRI536

that identifies a 3DModel. This 3DModel can537

then be described using some dedicated RDF538

vocabulary. Else, the 3D Model IRI could be539

dereferenceable, and when looking up the IRI540

one could retrieve a representation of the 3D541

Model with some existing data format for 3D542

models.543

Bonsma et al. [13] discusses different consider-544

ations for describing complex geometry with on-545

tologies, including references to the ontoBREP ap-546

proach [48] and the ifcOWL approach [46]. Then547

the 3D model geometry, which is specified relative548

to the local coordinate system of the model, can549

be positioned in a global Geospatial Information550

Systems (GIS) context using the site’s zero point.551

Figure 6 is a screenshot of a demonstration web-552

based software that renders a zone and its adja-553

cent element instances in the browser. The 3D ge-554

ometry of these zones and elements is a simple555

mesh geometry described using OBJ literal that556

is automatically extracted from a BIM authoring557

tool. This demonstration illustrates how existing558

web frameworks and libraries can be used out of559

the box to implement powerful solutions based on560

BOT, which may be used by users in the AECOO561

industry across the building lifecycle (see also Sec-562

tion 4). This demo implements functionalities that563

combine Linked Data and geometry.564

bot:Element

prod:Wall

rdf:type

rdf:type

bot:hasSimple3DModel

v 8383 -17383 2600 
v 6324 -13800 2600

vn 0 0 1
...

...

f 1//1 2//1 3//1

Fig. 6. Example of a graphical feedback from a request for
all wall elements adjacent to a particular space using BOT
terminology. The 3D model is described as an OBJ-format-
ted [21] mesh. Simple demo17.

17https://madsholten.github.io/BOT-Duplex-house

https://w3id.org/bot#hasZeroPoint
https://w3id.org/bot#Site
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#Point
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#hasSimple3DModel
https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/model/3mf
https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/model/3mf
https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/model/3mf
https://w3id.org/bot#has3DModel
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://madsholten.github.io/BOT-Duplex-house
https://madsholten.github.io/BOT-Duplex-house
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3.6. Alignment to other ontologies565

BOT is designed to function as a central element566

in the interdisciplinary communication of the AE-567

COO sector. In addition, it aims at being the key568

entry point to connect AECOO sector to adjacent569

domains. Moreover, the alignments potentially al-570

low to define automatic converters from datasets571

described with one ontology to another.572

Within this work, we only describe two align-573

ments (1) the alignment to ifcOWL [44] a well574

accepted standard in the construction industry;575

and (2) to the DOLCE Ultralite upper ontol-576

ogy (DUL) [40], which is a foundational ontology577

meant to support broad semantic interoperability578

among domain-specific ontologies by providing a579

common starting point for the formulation of def-580

initions.581

Alignment to ifcOWL As a number of ontologies582

already exist in the construction domain, align-583

ments of BOT to six commonly used domain on-584

tologies are defined in [57, 58]. The formal align-585

ments are provided as separate modules1819. One586

of these alignments is between BOT and ifcOWL.587

The concepts ifc:IfcSite, ifc:IfcBuilding, ifc:Ifc-588

BuildingStorey and ifc:IfcSpace can be straight-589

forwardly extended from their respective BOT590

concepts, i.e. bot:Site, bot:Building, bot:Storey,591

bot:Space. This also applies to the description of592

tangible building elements, i.e. extending ifc:Ifc-593

Element from bot:Element. As ifcOWL uses clas-594

sification to describe relationships among con-595

cepts, e.g. ifc:IfcRelAggregates and ifc:IfcRelDe-596

composes, no alignments to object properties of597

BOT are defined [57].598

Alignment to the DOLCE Ultralite ontology In599

addition to domain specific extensions, this work600

alignments to upper ontologies such as DUL [40]601

are presented in the following. Both concepts602

bot:Zone and bot:Element are weakly aligned603

with dul:PhysicalObject, which is the class of ob-604

jects that are spatially located and have their605

proper space region. bot:Site can be aligned606

to dul:PhysicalPlace meaning its location is in-607

herent. bot:Building, bot:Storey, and bot:Space,608

18https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/bot/tree/
AlignmentRevision

19https://w3c-lbd-cg.github.io/bot/
#AlignmentModules

are aligned with dul:DesignedArtifact, which are609

physical artifacts described by a design. The610

object property bot:has3DModel is aligned to611

dul:hasRegion, and its range is further special-612

ized to dul:SpaceRegion, which is the dimensional613

space that is used to localize the bot:Zone or614

bot:Element. The bot:Interface is a dul:Physical-615

Object that has no artefactual character, hence it616

can be aligned with dul:PhysicalBody. Additional617

weak alignments include:618

– bot:containsZone and bot:containsElement619

with dul:hasPart;620

– bot:adjacentZone and bot:adjacentElement621

with622

dul:hasCommonBoundary;623

– bot:intersectsZone and bot:intersectingElem-624

ent, and bot:interfaceOf with dul:overlaps.625

4. Using BOT in practice626

In this section, we overview how the BOT on-627

tology can be used in combination with other on-628

tologies.629

4.1. Sub-typing BOT classes and properties630

inst:heater33

bot:Element

fso:Heater

rdf:typerdf:type
ABox
TBox

rdfs:subClassOf

instance explicitly stated inferredowl:Class

Fig. 7. Linking by defining sub-classes.

An external ontology can directly extend BOT631

defining sub-classes of BOT classes. Figure 7 il-632

lustrates one approach where the class fso:Heater633

from a fictive Flow Systems Ontology (FSO) is de-634

fined as a sub-class of bot:Element. From the ex-635

plicit axioms illustrated with plain arrows in this636

knowledge base, a DL reasoner can infer that if637

http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcSite
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcBuilding
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcBuildingStorey
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcBuildingStorey
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcBuildingStorey
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcSpace
https://w3id.org/bot#Site
https://w3id.org/bot#Building
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Space
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcElement
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcElement
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcElement
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcRelAggregates
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcRelDecomposes
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcRelDecomposes
http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4_ADD2#IfcRelDecomposes
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#PhysicalObject
https://w3id.org/bot#Site
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#PhysicalPlace
https://w3id.org/bot#Building
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Space
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/bot/tree/AlignmentRevision
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/bot/tree/AlignmentRevision
https://w3c-lbd-cg.github.io/bot/#AlignmentModules
https://w3c-lbd-cg.github.io/bot/#AlignmentModules
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#DesignedArtifact
https://w3id.org/bot#has3DModel
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#hasRegion
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#SpaceRegion
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#Interface
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#PhysicalObject
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#PhysicalObject
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#PhysicalObject
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#PhysicalBody
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#hasPart
https://w3id.org/bot#adjacentZone
https://w3id.org/bot#adjacentEl\discretionary {-}{}{}em\discretionary {-}{}{}ent
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#hasCommonBoundary
https://w3id.org/bot#intersectsZone
https://w3id.org/bot#intersectingElement
https://w3id.org/bot#intersectingElement
https://w3id.org/bot#intersectingElement
https://w3id.org/bot#interfaceOf
http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#overlaps
https://example.org/instance#Heater
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
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inst:heater33 is of type fso:Heater, then it is also of638

type bot:Element, thereby giving it a more generic639

abstraction understandable by other domains.640

BOT can also be extended with more spe-641

cific properties. Figure 8 illustrates an approach642

where a new property fso:heatedBy is defined as a643

sub-property of bot:containsElement, and having644

range fso:Heater. From the explicit axioms illus-645

trated with plain arrows in this knowledge base,646

a DL reasoner can infer that inst:spaceA2 con-647

tains inst:heater33, and that this element is of type648

fso:Heater.649

inst:heater33

inst:spaceA2

bot:Element

fso:Heater

rdfs:range

rdfs:range

rdfs:subPropertyOf

rdf:type

bot:containsElement

fso:heatedBy

rdf:type

ABox
TBox

bot:containsElement

fso:heatedBy

instance explicitly stated inferredowl:Class

Fig. 8. Linking by defining subClasses.

4.2. Catalogues of products650

An external ontology could define a catalogue651

of products including windows, walls, ducts or de-652

fibrillators. An instance of one of these classes653

can also be an instance of bot:Element. This can654

be explicitly asserted, or inferred from topologi-655

cal relations with other instances of bot:Zone or656

bot:Element. Figure 9 illustrates a knowledge base657

where an individual inst:prodABC is asserted to658

be an instance of the class product:Defibrillator,659

and to be contained in the zone inst:spaceA2. The660

dashed arrows illustrate the relationships that can661

be automatically inferred using DL reasoning.662

4.3. Quantifying the properties of Zones,663

Elements, and Interfaces664

Different approaches for assigning values to665

the properties of some bot:Zone, bot:Element, or666

bot:Interface were discussed by Rasmussen et al.667

[54]. Assume one wants to assert that the input668

inst:prodABC

inst:spaceA2

bot:Elementbot:Zone

product:Defibrillator

rdf:type

bot:hasElement

bot:containsElement

rdf:type

rdf:type

ABox
TBox

instance explicitly stated inferredowl:Class

Fig. 9. Example of an instance of both (1) a class de-
fined in a hypothetical ontology of products, and (2) the
bot:Element class. In this example relations illustrated us-
ing plain arrows are explicit, and relations illustrated us-
ing dashed arrows can be automatically inferred using DL
reasoning.

and output temperatures of a pipe are currently669

61.0◦C and 42.0◦C, but the requested output tem-670

perature of that pipe is 50.0◦C.671

The most simplistic form (L1 in [54]) consists672

in directly linking the pipe to each of its tem-673

perature values, described as literals or as in-674

dividuals. For example, the snippet below de-675

fines the three temperatures using the Custom676

Datatypes (CDT) Unified Code for Units of Mea-677

sure (UCUM) datatype [36].678

679
@prefix cdt:680

<http://w3id.org/lindt/custom_datatypes#>.681
682

ex:hasCurrentInputTemp a owl:DatatypeProperty .683
ex:hasCurrentOutputTemp a owl:DatatypeProperty .684
ex:hasRequestedOutputTemp a owl:DatatypeProperty .685

686
<pipe1> a bot:Space ;687

ex:hasCurrentInputTemp "61.0 CEL"^^cdt:ucum ;688
ex:hasCurrentOutputTemp "42.0 CEL"^^cdt:ucum ;689
ex:hasRequestedOutputTemp "50.0 CEL"^^cdt:ucum .690691

The snippet below represents the same knowl-692

edge but using the QUDT ontology [25].693

694
@prefix qudt11: <http://qudt.org/1.1/schema/qudt#> .695
@prefix qudtu11: <http://qudt.org/1.1/vocab/unit#> .696
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>.697

698
ex:hasCurrentInputTemp a owl:ObjectProperty .699
ex:hasCurrentOutputTemp a owl:ObjectProperty .700
ex:hasRequestedOutputTemp a owl:ObjectProperty .701

702

https://example.org/instance#heater33
https://example.org/instance#Heater
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://example.org/instance#heatedBy
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
https://example.org/instance#Heater
https://example.org/instance#spaceA2
https://example.org/instance#heater33
https://example.org/instance#Heater
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://example.org/instance#prodABC
https://w3id.org/prod#Defibrillator
https://example.org/instance#spaceA2
https://w3id.org/bot#Zone
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#Interface
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
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<pipe1> a bot:Element ;703
ex:hasCurrentInputTemp _:qv_ci ;704
ex:hasCurrentOutputTemp _:qv_co ;705
ex:hasRequestedOutputTemp _:qv_ro .706

707
_:qv_ci a qudt11:QuantityValue ;708

qudt11:unit qudu11:DegreeCelsius ;709
qudt11:numericValue "61.0"^^xsd:double .710

711
_:qv_co a qudt11:QuantityValue ;712

qudt11:unit qudtu11:DegreeCelsius ;713
qudt11:numericValue "42.0"^^xsd:double .714

715
_:qv_ro a qudt11:QuantityValue ;716

qudt11:unit qudtu11:DegreeCelsius ;717
qudt11:numericValue "50.0"^^xsd:double .718719

These approaches cannot describe the context in720

which the value assignment holds. It is not explicit721

that there are two different values for the same722

property and another value for another property.723

A more flexible approach, relying on specific724

properties as described in the SOSA/SSN stan-725

dard [26], consists in using ex:Temperature as a726

class, and associating two different instances of727

that class to the pipe (the input and output tem-728

perature) using different properties (ex:hasInput-729

Temperature and ex:hasOutputTemperature). The730

snippet below illustrates this approach using731

SOSA/SSN, SEAS [35], and the CDT UCUM732

datatype.733

734
@prefix sosa: <http://www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>.735
@prefix cdt:736

<http://w3id.org/lindt/custom_datatypes#>.737
738

ex:Temperature a owl:Class ;739
rdfs:subClassOf sosa:ObservableProperty .740

741
ex:hasInputTemperature a owl:ObjectProperty .742
ex:hasOutputTemperature a owl:ObjectProperty .743

744
seas:ComfortEvaluation a owl:Class .745
sosa:Observation a owl:Class .746

747
<pipe1> a bot:Space ;748

ex:hasInputTemperature <pipe1#input> ;749
ex:hasOutputTemperature <pipe1#output> .750

751
<ci> a sosa:Observation ;752

sosa:observedProperty <pipe1#input> ;753
sosa:hasSimpleResult "61.0 CEL"^^cdt:ucum .754

755
<co> a sosa:Observation ;756

sosa:observedProperty <pipe1#output> ;757
sosa:hasSimpleResult "42.0 CEL"^^cdt:ucum .758

759

<ro> a seas:ComfortEvaluation ;760
seas:evaluationOf <pipe1#output> ;761
seas:evaluatedValue "50.0 CEL"^^cdt:ucum .762763

4.4. Class level properties764

Some properties are not suitable for being as-765

serted at instance level. For example, a specific766

space holds a set of functional and technical re-767

quirements that are valid for all instances and a768

specific type of element such as a project specific769

brick wall is a container for properties that are770

valid for all instances of this wall; thermal proper-771

ties, structure etc. Properties like these can be de-772

fined as OWL property restrictions. The snippet773

below shows a project, manufacturer or company774

specific wall which is defined by property restric-775

tions on its thickness and U-value. The snippet776

also describes three instances of this wall which all777

have individual surface areas.778

779
ex:HeavyWall rdfs:subClassOf bot:Element ,780

[ a owl:Restriction ;781
owl:onProperty ex:thickness ;782
owl:hasValue "200 mm"^^cdt:ucum ] ,783

[ a owl:Restriction ;784
owl:onProperty ex:uValue ;785
owl:hasValue "0.21 W/K/m2"^^cdt:ucum ] .786

787
<wall1> a ex:HeavyWall ;788

ex:surfaceArea "28 m2"^^cdt:ucum .789
<wall2> a ex:HeavyWall ;790

ex:surfaceArea "15 m2"^^cdt:ucum .791
<wall3> a ex:HeavyWall ;792

ex:surfaceArea "16 m2"^^cdt:ucum .793794

4.5. Existing BOT implementations795

Primary implementations of BOT are reported796

by Bonduel et al. [10] in datasets, web-applications,797

or AECOO application plug-ins.798

Manual creation of BOT datasets To model ex-799

isting buildings, one may manually create an on-800

tology that imports BOT. This approach is pro-801

posed in [11] and was experimented by different802

researchers in the W3C LBD CG group while de-803

veloping BOT. Dedicated user-interfaces could be804

developed for this, potentially relying on RDF li-805

braries. However, users in the AECOO industry806

usually use building modelling applications, which807

implement functionality to export the model as an808

IFC document.809

http://example.org/#Temperature
http://example.org/#hasInputTemperature
http://example.org/#hasInputTemperature
http://example.org/#hasInputTemperature
http://example.org/#hasOutputTemperature
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Export of BOT datasets from IFC documents A810

converter from IFC documents to BOT, named811

IFCtoLBD converter, has been developed in the812

community20 [10]. This tool extracts instances813

of bot:Site, bot:Building, bot:Storey, bot:Space,814

bot:Element and relationships bot:adjacentElement,815

bot:containsElement, and bot:hasSubElement. Other816

classes and relationships are not yet supported.817

In addition to BOT data, IFCtoLBD extracts818

product, properties, and property values using the819

OPM ontology [54].820

Plug-in for the Revit building modelling applica-821

tion Rasmussen et al. [49] reports on the develop-822

ment of a plug-in for the Revit BIM authoring tool,823

which leverages the .NET API to export building824

topology data to a triplestore.21 The same func-825

tionalities as IFCtoLBD are implemented. What’s826

more, the plug-in has later been developed to ex-827

port 3D models of spaces and elements as OBJ828

encoded mesh geometry and outlines of spaces as829

WKT encoded polygons.830

Javascript library for visualizing and querying831

buildings in the browser Rasmussen et al. [49]832

also reports on the development of a JavaScript833

library, which can be used to visualize and ac-834

cess building data in the browser.22 This imple-835

mentation depended on the Autodesk Forge plat-836

form for geometry handling. The Forge viewer uses837

the Web Graphics Library (WebGL) to render 3D838

mesh models of zones and elements. In the back-839

ground, the library issues SPARQL queries to a840

triple-store to filter the model view, provide table-841

based results, or colourize zones. Clicking on a842

zone or an element issues a SPARQL DESCRIBE843

request with the IRI identifying the entity, but844

could also operate a HTTP GET at this same IRI,845

potentially leveraging the Linked-Data principles.846

Figure 6 illustrates a mesh geometry generated us-847

ing the Revit exporter plug-in and visualized in a848

web browser with a similar JavaScript library.849

Towards a BIM Maturity Level 3 Linked-Data-850

based CDE in the browser Figure 10 shows the851

overall process of getting data from a BIM au-852

thoring tool to a triplestore, from where a web853

20https://github.com/jyrkioraskari/IFCtoLBD
21https://github.com/MadsHolten/revit-bot-exporter
22demo https://forge-sparql.herokuapp.com/ - sources

https://github.com/MadsHolten/forge-sparql

Tool

Triplestore

BIM Model Web app

- Generate URIs
- Extract relationships
- Write triples - Query geometry

   by topology

1. Generate triples 2. Send to API 3. Save to db

BOT
API

Fig. 10. The infrastructure from triple extraction over the
web API to pushing data to the triplestore.

application (Figure 6) reads the data. Then, the854

JavaScript library can combine this data with855

other sources (i.e. a linked data based CDE). Fig-856

ure 11 illustrates a demonstration presented in857

Rasmussen et al. [52], where this library is further858

extended to integrate building models and sensor859

observations using SOSA/SSN, allowing to visu-860

alize the history of the environmental factors in861

the browser when clicking on a space, or colour-862

ing the spaces according to their current ambient863

temperature.23 As these data sources can also be864

writable, this paves the way for a future decen-865

tralized CDE that organically grows a distributed866

dataset as the design progresses, or during other867

phases of the life-cycle of the building.868

5. Evaluation of BOT and BOT exporters869

This section provides an evaluation of BOT on870

two aspects. Section 5.1 compares the Revit na-871

tive and IFC exports with the output of the Re-872

vit export plug-in introduced in Section 4.5. Then873

Section 5.2 provides some insight on the BOT rea-874

soning capabilities. Figure 12 illustrates the BIM875

models on which the evaluations are performed:876

[Duplex] a common BIM file of a 490 m2 Duplex877

Apartment;24 [RTC] a 4,970 m2 Technical College878

in Roskilde, Denmark; and [AU] a 168,250 m2 uni-879

versity building (Navitas) at Aarhus University,880

23demo - https://youtu.be/P_38gIvrbmg
24The RDF export of [Duplex] is available on Github

(https://github.com/MadsHolten/BOT-Duplex-house),
along with a demo application that renders the ele-
ments and zones returned by custom SPARQL queries
(https://madsholten.github.io/BOT-Duplex-house/)

https://w3id.org/bot#Site
https://w3id.org/bot#Building
https://w3id.org/bot#Storey
https://w3id.org/bot#Space
https://w3id.org/bot#Element
https://w3id.org/bot#adjacentElement
https://w3id.org/bot#containsElement
https://w3id.org/bot#hasSubElement
https://github.com/jyrkioraskari/IFCtoLBD
https://github.com/MadsHolten/revit-bot-exporter
https://forge-sparql.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/MadsHolten/forge-sparql
https://youtu.be/P_38gIvrbmg
https://github.com/MadsHolten/BOT-Duplex-house
https://madsholten.github.io/BOT-Duplex-house/
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Fig. 11. Visualization and manipulation of BOT and SOSA/SSN data in the browser. (Illustration from [52])

AUH
9,150 m2

RTC
4,970 m2

AU
168,250 m2

Duplex
490 m2

Fig. 12. The three BIM models (Duplex Apartments [Duplex], Technical College in Roskilde [RTC], and the Navitas building
at Aarhus University [AU]) viewed in Solibri Model Viewer.

Denmark. The two latter are finalised construc-881

tion project models by the Danish consulting en-882

gineering company Niras25. The experiments were883

performed on a Lenovo P50 laptop with Intel Core884

i7-6820HQ 2.70 GHz CPU and 32 GB 2133 MHz885

DDR ram.886

5.1. Evaluation of the Revit exporter plug-in887

Table 1 summarises the comparison of the ex-888

ports of (1) the native Revit documents, (2) the889

IFC STEP Physical File (SPF) documents, and890

(3) the RDF 1.1 Turtle documents using the Revit891

exporter plugin introduced in Section 4.5.892

The native Revit files are the biggest and are al-893

ready very well compressed. IFC files are 1.4 [AU]894

to 4.3 [Duplex] times smaller, and can further be895

zipped to an average of 13.5 % of their size. The896

RDF 1.1 Turtle documents are further 6.6 [AU] to897

8.5 [Duplex] times smaller than the IFC files, and898

can even be zipped to a smaller average of 8.9 %899

of their size. True, the latter documents contain900

only a small subset of the information contained901

in the models, and this subset may grow bigger902

25http://www.niras.com/

in future versions of the plug-in. However the ex-903

ported information is already sufficient to enable904

the use cases mentioned in Section 4.5.905

The export times are evaluated on 5 consecutive906

exports. Approximately half of the time is dedi-907

cated to the generation of geometry (08’36” on av-908

erage for [AU]). In fact, resource-consuming oper-909

ations such as ray tracing are required to extract910

high-level topological relationships from the native911

BIM model.912

The plug-in currently does not export all of the913

BOT axioms that could be exported. For exam-914

ple adjacent elements are only extracted for walls.915

Some topology relationships are deduced from the916

native geometry, while they could be deduced from917

the OBJ objects. The plug-in currently exports a918

limited set of element product classes (Revit types919

catalogue, c.f., Section 4.2), and a limited set of920

properties as simple datatype properties with no921

units (c.f., Section 4.3). 3D models of zones and el-922

ements are exported as mesh geometry OBJ liter-923

als, loosing in the process the information regard-924

ing the construction process of the geometry.26 In925

26Building model software keep track of the operations
used to construct the building. For example, (1) define a

http://www.niras.com/
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Table 1
Comparison of the building model exports for the Duplex Apartments [Duplex], Technical College in Roskilde [RTC], and the
Navitas building at Aarhus University [AU]

[Duplex] [RTC] [AU]
File sizes: Uncompressed (ratio Zipped/uncompressed)

Revit 10.1 Mb (92.4 %) 137 Mb (75.9 %) 245 Mb (81.4 %)
IFC 2.36 Mb (12.9 %) 36,9 Mb (13.3 %) 183 Mb (11.2 %)
RDF 1.1 Turtle file (plug-in export) 0.278 MB (9,7 %) 6,49 Mb (8.0 %) 27,6 Mb (8.9 %)

Export with the plug-in as RDF 1.1 Turtle file
Export time [mm:ss] 00:04.3 ±18 % 00:33 ±6 % 16:14 ±2 %
Number of triples 1,715 20,219 125,973

RDF 1.1 Turtle file: Ratio of the file size (and ratio of the number of triples)
BOT 17.7 % (53.2 %) 10.7 % (55.0 %) 15.7 % (57.1 %)
Product, properties, property values 13.5 % (29.6 %) 5.4 % (23.0 %) 9.4 % (23.8 %)
Geometry 68.8 % (17.2 %) 83.9 % (22.0 %) 74.9 % (19.1 %)

addition, 2D geometry boundaries of zones is ex-926

ported as Well Known Text (WKT) literals [14]927

and linked to the zone with datatype property928

ex:has2DBoundary. This explains why geometry929

represents ∼76 % of the file sizes but only ∼20 %930

of the triples.931

5.2. Evaluation of the reasoning on BOT data932

In this section we report on the evaluation of six933

queries that require reasoning capabilities on each934

of the three building model RDF datasets.935

Q1 Select zones (therefore also sites, buildings,936

storeys, spaces):937

938
SELECT * WHERE { ?z a bot:Zone }939940

Q2 Select zones contained in a storey (therefore941

also the spaces this storey has):942

943
SELECT * WHERE944
{ ?s a bot:Storey ; bot:containsZone ?z }945946

Q3 Select zones contained in a site (therefore also947

those transitively contained in the site):948

949
SELECT * WHERE950
{ ?s a bot:Site ; bot:containsZone ?z }951952

certain plan, (2) create a point given some coordinates, (3)
create a circle in the plan having this point as a centre and
a certain radius, (4) extrude the circle along the normal of
the plan for a certain length, (5) remove the intersection of
the obtained cylinder from another solid, etc.

Q4 Select elements contained in a site (therefore953

also those contained in the zones it contains):954

955
SELECT * WHERE956
{ ?s a bot:Site ; bot:containsElement ?e }957958

Q5 Select the elements that a site has (therefore959

also the elements contained in, adjacent to, or960

intersecting, a zone it contains):961

962
SELECT * WHERE963
{ ?s a bot:Site ; bot:hasElement ?e }964965

Q6 Select the thickness of each wall.966

967
SELECT * WHERE968
{ ?e a bot:Element, prod:Wall ;969

props:thickness ?width }970971

Each query is executed after loading the model972

in a freshly started Stardog27 triplestore v5.2.2 to973

disregard caching optimisation. The process is re-974

peated 10 times to establish mean values.975

Table 2 lists the number of results, and the976

query execution times in milliseconds for entail-977

ment regime SL of Stardog, which corresponds978

to entailment regime DL augmented with SWRL979

rules (none of which are specified here). In addi-980

tion, for the biggest [AU] model, execution time981

for other entailment regimes is provided. Let us982

note that the transitivity of bot:containsZone vi-983

olates entailment regime EL, so the output re-984

27http://www.stardog.com/

http://example.org/#has2DBoundary
https://w3id.org/bot#containsZone
http://www.stardog.com/
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Table 2
Number of results and query execution times for entailment regime SL of Stardog (= DL+SWRL rules). For the [AU] model,
execution time for other entailment regimes is provided. Gray indicates best performance between SL and RL entailment
regimes of Stardog for the [AU] model. ∗Note: results for EL are partial as the queries rely on axioms of BOT that violate
this regime.

Duplex RTC AU
#Results time [ms] #Results time [ms] #Results execution time [ms]

SL SL SL DL QL EL∗

Q1 27 40 169 170 1,406 940 1,170 970 990
Q2 21 10 146 20 1,392 110 1,090 90 100
Q3 26 10 153 10 1,405 60 40 70 60
Q4 61 20 1,468 10 7,460 350 180 350 360
Q5 102 30 1,858 190 11,183 870 260 920 910
Q6 57 10 976 80 6,181 1,240 140 1,260 1,250

sults are only partial. As for QL, only the ax-985

iom SubClassOf(bot:Interface ObjectMinCardi-986

nality(1 bot:interfaceOf)) violates this entailment987

regime, so the output result for queries Q1-6 are988

complete. As a conclusion of this evaluation, we989

argue that the given result times are reasonable990

enough to rely on BOT and query execution for991

building user interfaces for web-based CDE, even992

for large models.993

6. Conclusion994

The BuildingSMART Industry Foundation Classes995

(IFC) standard is the de-facto standard for the996

file-based exchange of building models between997

Building Information Modelling (BIM) author-998

ing tools, but there is a need in the Architec-999

ture, Engineering, Construction, Owner and Op-1000

eration (AECOO) industry to evolve to BIM Ma-1001

turity Level 3, which in essence identifies in-1002

teroperable and distributed web-based interdis-1003

ciplinary communication in the AECOO indus-1004

try. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)1005

Linked Building Data (LBD)-Community Group1006

(CG) vision is that the Linked Data (LD) mod-1007

els and best practices can be leveraged for this1008

purpose. In this article, we introduced the Build-1009

ing Topology Ontology (BOT) ontology as the1010

first stable output of this group, and illustrated1011

how BOT is envisioned to be used in combina-1012

tion with other ontologies that describe product1013

catalogues, sensor observation, or IoT devices. We1014

have reported on the current implementations of1015

BOT, and evaluated the export of BOT-compliant1016

Resource Description Framework (RDF) datasets1017

using three native BIM models. The combined1018

use of BOT, existing web-compliant geometry for-1019

mats, and other ontologies, has been demonstrated1020

in web-based applications. Basic query execution1021

times of less than a second on a building of more1022

than 150, 000 m2 demonstrate that using queries1023

over BOT datasets should be suitable for im-1024

plementing a web-based Common Data Environ-1025

ments (CDEs), thus largely improving the pro-1026

ductivity in an AECOO industry where informa-1027

tion exchange is currently handled in a predomi-1028

nantly manual, labour-intensive, and error-prone1029

manner. The use of BOT and the Linked Open1030

Data opens the door to the integration of building1031

models with openly available datasets (material1032

property datasets, weather data), and applications1033

(Geospatial Information Systems (GIS), Facility1034

Management applications).1035

In the future, we will continue to improve1036

BOT, its support in BIM authoring tools and1037

web browser applications, and its integration with1038

other ontologies and datasets. BOT will be the1039

basis of the development of the W3C LBD CG,1040

which will focus on the interoperable and decen-1041

tralised web-based description of products and1042

properties, and the homogeneous use of building1043

models across the building life-cycle.1044
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